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5

Abstract6

Employing virtual online sales assistants is one way to provide smart services to online7

customers during their online shopping experience, while visiting an online store. Virtual8

online sales assistants can resolve the absence of social experienced by visitors to the majority9

of online stores. Each customer?s online shopping behaviour is unique; therefore, the10

motivations that attract customers to shop electronically are also likely to be different.11

Employing a virtual online sales assistant can fulfil different needs for the online customers12

visiting the store. Many developed virtual online sales assistants have disappeared due to not13

meet the expectations of customers. Therefore, it would be helpful to develop artificial actors14

to test such an assistant to determine if they can serve online customers satisfactorily. This15

paper details a novel way to test such an assistant by using Agentbased modelling and16

simulation (ABMS), which is a powerful simulation tool to simulate autonomous and17

interactive entities. For our research, we developed four virtual online customer actors with18

different personalities; e.g. enthusiastic, apathetic, basic, and impatient virtual online19

customers. These actors then interacted with a representative virtual online sales assistant.20

The result exhibited the different behaviour patterns that different virtual online customer21

types might have.22

23

Index terms— ABMS, online assistant, online customer, online shopping, online store.24

1 Introduction25

-commerce, meaning conducting business over the internet, is now an effective way of facilitating transactions.26
Electronic shopping is a form of business-to-customer ecommerce. It enables customers to buy products or pay27
for services via the internet in a global context. Shopping electronically was introduced to make people’s lives28
easier; and it is a powerful new business channel.29

There have been many attempts to improve online store’s websites, to increase customer’s trust and intention30
to shop, and to provide multiple benefits to customers and sellers. In recent years, the option of a virtual31
online sales assistant (also known as an avatar) has been proposed as a way to provide smart assistance and32
help visitors on transactional websites. ??iu (2008, p.214) described an avatar for an online business as ”a33
graphics entity with 2D or 3D geometry, it can assist users to explore an online product, and it can give some34
purchasing advices”. In addition, ??olzwarth et al. (2006,p.19) described online assistants as ”virtual characters35
that can be used as company representative”. Employing such an assistant might also resolve the problem of36
social absence, which most online stores suffer from. Adding a social dimension to the experience of shopping in37
an online store could increase customer loyalty, trust, and buying intention (Reynolds and Beatty 1999). Virtual38
online sales assistants could be perceived as an independent social actor (Sundar and Nass 2000; Keeling et al.39
2007). Furthermore, they could positively affect customer’s attitude toward products, their desire to buy, and40
heighten consumer satisfaction with the retailer, much like a salesperson in an offline shop (Redmond, 2002).41
Therefore, a virtual online sales assistant in an online store should effectively emulate the role of an offline42
assistant (Keeling, et al., 2010). The seller and buyer relationship is crucial in retail, whether online or offline.43
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4 B) AGENT-BASED MODEL METHOD

Therefore, adopting and implementing a virtual online sales assistant (or avatar) for online retail purposes might44
be an important consideration when building a satisfying relationship with an online customer. Retailers seek to45
build a good relationship with customers to increase loyalty, and purchase intentions (Reynolds & Beatty 1999).46
Therefore, many researchers have worked toward developing and designing online virtual sales assistants that can47
communicate with online customers (Kießling et al. 2001; Kongthon et al. 2009;Ting et al. 2004;Garc?á-Serrano48
et al. 2004;Liu 2008).49

Online customers seek to derive two main values when shopping online. These values are utilitarian and50
hedonic, as mentioned in Childers et al. (2002), Monsuwé et al. (2004), and Bridges and Florsheim (2008).51
Utilitarian values motivate customers seeking to minimise effort and derive advantageous outcomes when52
conducting online shopping whereas hedonic values attract customers who seek out pleasure when engaging53
in online shopping (Kim and Shim 2002). Virtual online sales assistants can maximise those values by serving54
online customers, to save time and ensure online shopping is more convenient, as a utilitarian value; as well55
as maximising hedonic value by providing interaction, and aspects of enjoyment to online customers (Redmond56
2002;Holzwarth et al. 2006). Advancements in artificial intelligence technology enable assistants to be developed57
more efficiently and economically (Kongthon, et al., 2009).58

However, Ben Mimoun et al. ??2012) observes that in some cases, virtual online sales assistants have been59
abandoned for failing to meet expectations. Furthermore, the reasons for this might be that they have not worked60
as well as promised. Further they could not work well like salespersons in offline stores and/or did not meet the61
customer expectations. Moreover, problems might have arisen, because designers focus on the appearance and do62
not pay sufficient attention to its performance (Ben Mimoun et al., 2012). This could result in a need to develop63
a method to test virtual online sales assistants to ensure they work in a manner that fits customers’ needs.64

Our aim is to develop virtual online customers that are able to interact with a representative of virtual online65
sales assistant for testing purposes. The objectives to pursue to fulfil this aim are to look for the different stages66
that online customers might go through when engaging in online shopping activities as this helped us to design a67
conceptual model and determine the state-based behaviour of our actors, implement the virtual online customers68
with different personalities and behaviour, develop a representation of virtual online sales assistant that could69
mimic behaviour of real-world virtual online sales assistants from outside, build a simulation environment for70
interactions between actors, and test the representative of virtual online sales assistant.71

In the following section, in section 2, the background to other similar works is provided, as it is important to72
learn how others test their system. In addition, an overview of Agent-based modelling and simulation is provided73
as this was employed in our system. In section 3, the conceptual model is described using UML diagrams to74
provide a clear understanding of the system. The implementation is described in detail in section 4, to clarify75
how our system’s different entities are implemented. In section 5, the validation experiment is illustrated to test76
the system.77

2 II.78

3 Background a) Others Works79

Many researchers have tested their systems to check the performance of their virtual online assistants. Different80
methods have been used to conduct these tests. Ting et al. (2004) implemented their proposed e-Salesman system81
in the online car industry. The customer was able to either browse the website on his own, or ask the virtual82
online salesperson for assistance by clicking on talk button. Garc?á-Serrano et al. ( ??004) used a number of83
predefined scenarios, and a checklist containing measurements for the system’s performance, to test their system.84

Moreover, Kießling et al. (2001) tested the performance of their system using the system they had developed.85
In addition, the performance of their virtual online assistant was tested by receiving positive feedback from86
multiple users, who had heard about the assistant and requested it as a download from the homepage. However,87
Shimazu (2002) used two databases to test the online expert clerk. In addition, Mumme et al. (2009) tested88
their system by developing and using a virtual store based on a modified server of OpenSim and a Second Life89
client, as their online shopping took place in a 3D website environment, to test the virtual online salesperson.90
The client used to interact with the salesperson is representative of a real person.91

Something that has not yet been considered is the use of artificial actors (virtual online customers), programmed92
with different personalities, to test the assistants. Therefore, we propose using this novel way to test an93
assistant. Artificial online customers can be used to test virtual online sales assistants in a simulated environment.94
Furthermore, building a simulation model can offer potential for a deeper insight into the interaction between95
different online customer types and virtual online assistants. This could assist in the development and design of96
such an assistant.97

4 b) Agent-Based Model Method98

Agent-Based Modelling and Simulation (ABMS) has been seen as a powerful tool for simulating autonomous99
and interactive entities. This form of modelling provides a better way of understanding a system’s process. It100
involves modelling and simulation techniques that are used to model complex systems containing independent,101
interactive, and interdependent components or ”agents”, to facilitate system assessment (Macal and North 2010).102
In ABM, the agent is built to emulate a real world object’s attributes and behaviour. Each agent in a system103
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might have different attributes and/or behaviours and these might alter during the simulation (Twomey and104
Cadman 2002). It has been argued that an agent’s behaviour can vary from simple to complicated; according to105
the rules the agent follows (Macal and North 2010). Moreover, agents are seen as active entities with the ability106
to act autonomously, and to react and respond to their environment and/or the other agents (Macal and North107
2010).108

Therefore, we have been developing a novel way to test such an assistant using ABMS. In our research, the109
agents in the model represent virtual online customers and a representative of a virtual online sales assistant.110
Therefore, the main objective of the study is to develop a number of actors who represent virtual online customers,111
with different personalities and behaviour, for use to test representatives of a real-word virtual online assistant112
in a virtual environment using ABMS.113

5 III.114

6 Conceptual Model a) Actors and Use Cases115

Use case is a type of Unified Modelling Language (UML) that can provide a general representation and describe116
the interactions between a user and a system ??Fowler, 2004). Therefore, we employed this technique to provide117
a clear understanding of the interactions between virtual online customers and virtual online sales assistants, and118
the type of assistance that could be provided. Most types of assistance provided by virtual online sales assistants119
are based on a study that conducted by (McGoldrick et al. 2008). Figure ?? shows possible use cases and actors.120

7 Figure 1: Use case diagram121

The use cases: ”Welcoming an online customer”, and ”Ending with Goodbye”, are initiated by a virtual online122
sales assistant when greeting a new customer and concluding a customer’s visit politely, respectively.123

Moreover, the ”Guiding an online customer in using a website” use case could be initiated by a virtual online124
sales assistant to assist an online customer to browse an online store easily. Further, the ”Offering to display125
current offers” and ”Offering help during a customer’s shopping activity” use cases are also initiated by the126
virtual online sales assistant to supply the virtual online customer with the latest offers, and any help needed127
during the online customer’s shopping activities. Furthermore, ”Providing a recommendation and advice” is a128
use case initiated by the virtual online sale assistant to provide a recommendation and advice based on a selected129
product.130

This paper considers the ”Seeking help during an online shopping activity” use case. The virtual online131
customer would initiate this use case when entering the online store. It denotes the customer asking for help132
from the virtual online sale assistant during their online shopping activities. A request for help from an assistant133
might be made during shopping activities, i.e. when searching for and finding a suitable product, selecting between134
different products, and/or during the payment process. A virtual online sales assistant could also interact with135
the virtual online customer during their entire online shopping session.136

8 b) Actor States and Transitions i. Virtual Online Customer137

When engaged in online shopping, the virtual online customer might be in different states. These states reflect138
the process of asking about and looking for information, and conducting the payment process as evidenced in139
Figure 2.140

The different states that the customer might be in during the interaction with a virtual online sales assistant141
are represented by the boxes, and the arrows represent the transitions (Figure 2). The virtual online customer142
state chart diagram has a ”Seeking Help” state, which represents a customer entering an online store to search143
for help from a virtual online sales assistant. A ”Having Assistant” state symbolises the virtual online customer144
being assigned a virtual online sales assistant to help. During that state, the virtual online customer could145
be greeted and/or offered assistance. Furthermore, the state chart model has an ”Accepting” state, which is a146
composite state comprising other single states. The union of those single states would represent this composite147
state. It represents that an online customer accepts receiving help from the virtual online assistant, and starts148
an interaction to gain assistance during their online shopping activities. These states are ”Typing”, ”Waiting”,149
”Viewing”, ”Selecting”, and ”Checking Out”. A ”Typing” state indicates that the virtual online customer is150
typing their request or enquiring about a product; they then send the request to the virtual online sales assistant.151
A transition into this state is triggered by a message from the virtual online sales assistant offering the virtual152
online customer assistance. A ”Waiting” state represents when the virtual online customer waits for a period153
of time which is between sending a request and receiving a result. The transition to this state arises after154
a specified amount of time elapses in the ”Typing” state. An internal transition inside a ”Waiting” state is155
triggered by receipt of a message from the virtual online sales assistant that contains up to date online store156
news, or information concerning latest offers, which could prevent the virtual online customer from becoming157
annoyed while waiting for a result.158

A ”Viewing” state indicates that a virtual online customer is receiving and seeing the result of their request.159
The transition to this state depends on the virtual online sales assistant’s response time following the virtual160
online customer’s request; the state is triggered by a message from the assistant containing the result. During161
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8 B) ACTOR STATES AND TRANSITIONS I. VIRTUAL ONLINE
CUSTOMER

the ”Viewing” state, the virtual online customer will receive an offer to help if the result is unsatisfactory or162
incomplete. The virtual online customer is then able to return to a ”Typing” state if s/he needs further enquiry163
about a product and/or is dissatisfied with the result displayed, or go to the ”Selecting” state if s/he is satisfied164
with the result.165

A ”Selecting” state represents the activity of selecting between different products found and adding items to166
the shopping cart. During the ”Selecting” state, the virtual online customer can ask for further information167
about the product, and receive information. In addition, during the ”Selecting” state, the online customer could168
receive simple advice and recommendations based on the products selected from the virtual online assistant.169

A final single state inside the ”Accepting” state is the ”Checking Out” state, which indicates the virtual online170
customer has entered the final stage of the online shopping activity, which is payment. The transition to this171
state happens after a specified amount of time elapses following the ”Selecting” state. An internal transition172
occurs inside the ”Checking Out” state when the virtual online customer receives help and clarification messages173
during the check-out process, thereby increasing their level of satisfaction and desire to buy (UPS 2012). The174
second internal transition could occur with a random truth that possible errors could arise during this state,175
so the virtual online customer needs to ask for an explanation from the virtual online assistant about possible176
errors.177

Moreover, the online customer has ”completing Shopping” state. During this state, the virtual online customer178
receives a summary of their order and/or a message expressing good wishes at the end of a conversation; then179
the virtual online customer would leave the online store.180

Additionally, the virtual online customer state chart model has a ”Cancelling” state, which indicates that they181
are dissatisfied with the service and/or the information provided. There are four transitions leading to this state.182
First, a transition from the ”Waiting” state, which is triggered when a certain condition is met, which is true183
when the waiting time exceeds a specific period. Second, a transition from a ”Viewing” state, which is triggered184
by a condition, which is the probability of cancelling increases, if the Viewing-Typing-Waiting round increases,185
which means that the virtual online customer is dissatisfied with the information provided. Third, a transition186
from the ”Selecting” state is triggered if the virtual online customer sends a message asking for more information187
about a product, such as the availability of the product in stock, and they have not received a satisfying answer.188
Fourth, a transition from a ”Checking Out” state is triggered if the virtual online customer has not received any189
clarification of checkout or the customer had sent a message to the virtual online sales assistant to query any190
errors have occurred during the checkout process but has not received an explanation from the online assistant.191
In addition, it is triggered if the customer is dissatisfied with the information provided.192

The Final state is the ”Feedback” state. Feedback concerning the interaction online shopping could be193
provided here to demonstrate the extent to which the virtual online customer is satisfied with his/her online194
shopping experience. There are two transitions leading to this state; these range from a ”Cancelling” state and a195
”Completing Shopping” state; both are triggered by a specified amount of time elapsing after the previous states.196

Those states that the virtual online customer is in during their shopping activities are the main stages of197
online shopping online. Moreover, they are also states in which the virtual online sales assistant must provide198
a satisfactory service. These states are ”Waiting” state, ”Viewing” state, ”Selecting” state, and the ”Checking199
Out” state. When the customer is in ”Waiting” state, it is suggested to wait for a virtual online assistant’s result200
for no more than 15 seconds (Kießling et al. 2001). However, sometimes this waiting time might be increased201
by overloaded internet connections etc. (Kießling et al. 2001). Therefore, during this waiting period, the virtual202
online sales assistant should ensure an online customer does not become bored; e.g. by displaying latest online203
store news and/or offers.204

Moreover, the ”Viewing” state and ”Selecting” state are seen as important states in which to receive appropriate205
support. Previous researchers (Kießling et al. 2001;Shimazu 2002;Ting et al. 2004;Garc?á-Serrano et al.206
2004;Kim and Stoel 2005) have mentioned the significance of receiving a satisfactory help to online customer. The207
ease of obtaining the information needed and selecting between different options can help online customers during208
their online shopping journey to increase their satisfaction. Therefore, the virtual online sales assistant should209
support their online customers by providing them with the necessary information, advice and recommendations210
to increase their intention to buy.211

Furthermore, a ”Checking Out” state is also an important online customer state (UPS 2012). The ease of212
check-out is a good motivator to improve online customer satisfaction regarding an online shopping activity.213
Therefore, the virtual online assistant should assist the online customer during the payment process (McGoldrick214
et al. 2008). This can be achieve by indicating important fields to complete, and providing the customer with215
a brief description of this important stage, clarifying important information such as shipping options, fees, and216
delivery date (UPS 2012), and resolving any further questions and offering assistance. In addition, if any errors217
occur, the customer might inquire about it.218

ii. Virtual Online Sales Assistant A virtual online sales assistant would be in a different state when serving219
and assisting the virtual online customer (Figure ??).220

Figure ?? represents a state chart model for the virtual online sales assistant. The different states that the221
assistant could be in during their interaction with a virtual online customer are represented by boxes, and arrows222
represent the transitions. First the virtual online sales assistant is in an ”Idle” state, as there is no virtual online223
customer to serve.224
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The virtual online sales assistant state chart has a ”Helping New Customer” composite state, which contains225
different single states, which are ”Welcoming And Offering Help”, ”Receiving Request”, ”Searching”, ”Displaying226
Result”, and ”Helping In Check Out”. The virtual online sales assistant enters this composite state when a virtual227
online customer enters an online store and requests assistance. The ”Welcoming And Offering Help” state is the228
virtual online sales assistant’s state when greeting a new customer. It is an important state showing warmth,229
which could support the online customer-assistant’s interaction (McGoldrick et al. 2008). Also within this state230
the online assistant sends a message to the virtual online customer to offer her/him help with any enquiries about231
the products in the online store. A transition to this state is triggered by a condition of having a virtual online232
customer.233

Further, a ”Receving Request” state for the virtual online sales assistant indicates that the virtual online234
customer accepts the assistant’s offer of help and the assistant is ready to receive their request. Transition to235
this state happens when the assistant receives an acceptance to be helped kind of message from the virtual online236
customer. In addition, a composite state for the virtual online sales assistant has a ”Searching” state, which is237
a state that the assistant searches through to acquire results that meet the virtual online customer’s request.238
Receiving a request message triggers a transition to this state. In addition, before the virtual online sales assistant239
enters a ”Searching” state, a message containing latest online store news, and latest offers is sent to avoid the240
virtual online customer becoming frustrated during the waiting time. This is followed by a ”Displaying Result”241
state. The assistant displays the results of the search process in this state. A transition to this state is made242
after a specified amount of time elapses in the ”searching” state.243

Figure ??: A state chart model of the virtual online sales assistant One of the internal transitions inside the244
”Displaying Result” state would be executed by a specified amount of time passing to allow the virtual online245
sales assistant to check their memory for any previous experience of a customer’s cancellation when s/he is in a246
”Viewing” state and a ”Selection” state. This means the online assistant could change their behaviour accordingly247
by sending another offer to clarify the enquiry in a cancelling situation during the ”Viewing” state, and sending248
simple advice and recommendation message cases of cancelling at the ”Selection” state in order to help virtual249
online customer while selecting between different options. The other internal transition is triggered when the250
virtual online sales assistant receives a message from the virtual online customer asking for more information251
about a selected product when the customer is in ”Selecting” state. Then the virtual online sales assistant is able252
to send the information requested.253

The last state of the composite state is a ”Helping In Check Out” state. In this state, the virtual online sales254
assistant helps the virtual online customer during the checkout process. The transition to this state arises when255
the virtual online customer is in a ”Checking Out” state. An internal transition in this state is triggered by a256
specified amount of time passing to enable the online assistant to check their experience of customer cancelations257
during the ”Checking Out” state, so the virtual online assistant can adapt change its behaviour by sending more258
assistance and clarification when the online customer is in this state. The other internal transition inside this259
state is triggered when receiving a message from the virtual online customer asking for an explanation about260
errors that have occurred during the checkout process.261

The virtual online sales assistant state chart diagram also has a ”Good Bye” state. This arises when the262
virtual online sales assistant concludes the virtual online customer’s visit by saying ”goodbye”. A transition to263
this state is triggered by receiving a ”Submit” or ”Cancel” message from the virtual online customer. During264
this state, the virtual online sales assistant can send a polite phrase to end the conversation if he has received a265
cancelling message, or a summary of the order and a polite phrase to finish the conversation if it has received a266
submitting message.267

9 iii. Actor Interactions268

To present a general suggestion of the interaction between the virtual online customer and the virtual online269
sales assistant, we provided a sequence diagram (Figure 4). This is a type of UML that presents how a system’s270
component can collaborate ??Fowler, 2004). It provides a simplified overview of interaction messages and explains271
how components could collaborate based on the ”Seeking a help during online shopping activity” use case.272

IV.273

10 Implementation274

Any Logic is regarded as one of the best agent simulation platforms (Any Logic 2013). It is considered a good275
tool for supporting agent-based modelling, as it offers different incorporated functionalities that could add many276
beneficial improvements, such as providing a visual and an interactive simulation environment (Any Logic 2013).277
Therefore, the online store model contains two state chart diagrams as implemented in Any Logic? v6.8.278

11 a) Customer Types279

As online consumers are not all the same in their online shopping strategies, we have developed several different280
online customer types for our simulation model. Firstly, we have looked at factors that could distinguish the281
different customer types from each other. We have then defined the different customer types, based on those282
factors. Speed, information, and convenience are the main attractions of online shopping (Keeling et al. 2010).283
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15 ? IMPATIENT CUSTOMER

Currently four different types of online customer have been implemented in our simulation model. These are284
enthusiastic, apathetic, basic, and impatient virtual online customers.285

As mentioned before, there are two types of values which motivate online shoppers; these are the utilitarian and286
the hedonistic ?? Customers prefer services that save their time. They also expect to have a prompt response287
to their requests (Liao and Cheung 2002). The responsiveness of the online retailer affects online customer288
satisfaction (Lee & Lin 2005). Just as an offline salesperson could assist a customer during their shopping289
activities and help them to save their time (Beatty et al. 1996), the virtual online sales assistant should assist290
the online customer in a similar fashion. This factor is seen as one of the functional benefits of the virtual online291
sales assistant (Keeling et al. 2007). Therefore, finding products that meet customer needs more quickly would292
achieve that benefit (Keeling et al. 2007). In my model, there are two variables that reflect this factor:293

? ”Retyping Request”: Defines the willingness of a customer to retype their request, to obtain a satisfying294
result.295

? ”Waiting Time”: Defines the time, which a customer is willing to wait for the result of their request.296

12 ii. Interaction Enjoyment297

The virtual online sales assistant could add an enjoyable aspect to the online store (Redmond 2002; Keeling et al.298
2007), as social interaction is considered to be one of the hedonic motivations of shopping (Arnold & Reynolds299
2003). During the interaction between customers and computer technologies, customers would apply social300
expectations (Sundar & Nass 2000), and the virtual online sales assistant could be perceived as an independent301
social actor (Sundar & Nass 2000) (Keeling et al. 2007). Therefore, the interaction between online customer302
and virtual online sales assistant could add a social presence to the process of online shopping, which is often303
characterised by social absence. The social benefits of such an interaction are seen as providing a pleasant and304
positive personal experience (Keeling et al. 2007). Some types of customer (such as the Apathetic customer)305
do not enjoy shopping activity, and want to minimise the process and finish as quickly as possible (Stone 1954).306
In this case, interaction with virtual online assistants in an online store could help the customer to achieve that307
purpose, and make the shopping process more convenient. In our model, the variable that reflects this factor is:308

? ”Shopping Interaction Enjoyment”; which defines the willingness of different customers to enjoy the309
engagement with an online assistant in their shopping activities.310

As mentioned above, the four different types of customer incorporated in our model are as follows:311
? Enthusiastic customer This is a type of online shopper who regards online shopping as a way of recreation312

(Papatla 2011;Ganesh et al. 2007;Arnold and Reynolds 2003). The level of interaction enjoyment is high, and313
the customer would be happy to spend a longer time on the shopping process (Papatla 2011). Waiting Time and314
Willingness to Retype Request are high compared to other customer types.315

13 ? Apathetic customer316

This is a kind of shopper who is not interested in shopping activities for their own sake (Papatla 2011; Ganesh et317
al. 2007), but shops purely out of necessity (Stone 1954). The enjoyment motivation is thus much lower (Arnold318
and Reynolds 2003), and therefore the interaction enjoyment factor is also assumed to be low. Furthermore this319
type of shopper is concerned about time, and aims to finish shopping activities as quickly as possible (Papatla320
2011). Therefore, both Waiting Time and willingness to Retype Request are low.321

14 ? Basic customer322

This is a kind of customer who has a clear idea about what s/he wants (Ganesh et al. 2007). Therefore, s/he323
opens an online store, buys what s/he wants in the minimum time possible, and then leaves the online store.324
It has not mentioned that this type has time sensitivity and does not enjoy the online shopping like Apathetic325
customer. Therefore, this type of customer occupies a position between the Enthusiast and Apathetic types of326
customer, with moderate scores in all aspects of the online shopping experience (interaction enjoyment, waiting327
time, willingness to retype their request again).328

15 ? Impatient customer329

This type of online customer requires an immediate and satisfying result; if this customer does not get what s/he330
wants immediately, s/he will abandon the transaction. As the name suggests, this type of customer is highly time-331
sensitive; therefore, Willingness to Retype Request and Waiting Time are assumed to be very low. Furthermore,332
a customer of this type would not be happy to stay long if the online shopping process was too complicated.333
Interaction enjoyment is assumed to be moderate. In our model, the difference between the Impatient shopper334
and the Apathetic shopper is that the latter type dislikes the shopping activities, and does it only out of necessity,335
whereas the former enjoys shopping but does not want to spend too much time on it.336

In our model, the variable ”Waiting Time” is the time that a virtual online customer is happy to wait until337
receiving the result. Each online customer type will thus respond to waiting time differently; some would cancel338
if they did not receive the result immediately, whereas others would be prepared to wait Nevertheless, the period339
of time spent by a virtual online assistant in achieving a result should not in any case exceed 15 seconds (Kießling340
et al. 2001).341
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The variable ”Retyping Request” indicates the willingness of the virtual online customer to retype their request342
if they receive unsatisfactory results or incomplete information from the virtual online sales assistant. Not all343
online customers are willing to do this. Thus, if the loops from typing to receiving a result to typing again344
increase, so does the probability of the customer cancelling the transaction.345

Moreover, the extent to which a customer enjoys interaction with a virtual online sales assistant would depend346
upon his/her type. Therefore different customer would have different value which is a percentage value that347
indicates the level of that customer to enjoy such an interaction. The different values assigned are based on348
different customers’ enjoyment levels.349

Further we assumed that possible errors will arise with a probability of 50% during the ”Checking Out” state350
for all customer types to enable the customer to enquire about the errors.351

A summary of these different types of customer can be found in Table 1: The values provided here are352
assumptions that are based on the qualitative information provided earlier in the online shopper profiles. In the353
model, a feedback variable will be incremented or decremented based on the satisfaction weights after each state354
(See Figure 5). The satisfaction weights reflect how important that state is to the online customer. The final355
total feedback score would be calculated in the ”Feedback” state of a virtual online customer. The final total356
feedback score relates to the total number of satisfaction weights recorded throughout the interaction. Figure 5357
shows the satisfaction weight after each state.358

The satisfaction weights after each state are allocated based on a review of the literature regarding how359
important the different states to the online customer. For example, in (Viewing -> Typing), when the virtual360
online customer views the information provided by the virtual online sales assistant and returns to the Typing361
state, that means s/he has not received a satisfying or complete explanation of what s/he needs. In this case,362
the feedback score would depend on the number of loops that could occur. Thus, during the first loop, the363
feedback would not increase in value; each subsequent re-typing of the request would decrease the feedback score364
by -1, then -2, then -3, and so forth -as to send repeated requests for information without receiving a satisfactory365
response is a serious problem: the greater the effort needed to find a satisfying result, the less satisfaction felt by366
the online customer (Shankar, Smith, & Rangaswamy, 2003). As has been mentioned in many different research367
papers (Kießling et al., 2001, Shimazu, 2002, Ting et al., 2004, Garc?á-Serrano et al., 2004, and M. Kim and368
Stoel, 2005), it is vitally important that the online customer should be supported and provided promptly with369
the information that s/he needs.370

To measure the level of social interaction enjoyment, we have introduced an incremental ”Social Level” variable,371
that would increase by 1 point each time an online customer receives any positive response: for example, a372
satisfactory response to a request; a welcoming greeting at the beginning of the transaction; and/or an expression373
of thanks and good wishes at its conclusion. These types of friendly response from a virtual online sales assistant374
could increase the social presence on the online store, support the online customer-assistant interaction, and375
increase the overall level of customer enjoyment (McGoldrick et al. 2008).376

At the close of the interaction, the value of the ”Social Level” variable calculated during the runtime would377
be recalculated, taking into account the type of customer, and the percentage of enjoyment that a specific type378
of customer might have from social interaction with the virtual online sales assistant virtual (see Table 1). The379
results could indicate each online customer’s level of enjoyment and satisfaction with the social interaction. The380
total satisfaction score, which reflects the satisfaction level of such a customer, is calculated by using the following381
equation (1):382

It is designed to greet the virtual online customer with a show of warmth, which aims to support the online383
customer-assistant interaction (McGoldrick et al. 2008). It would be able to offer a help. Also such the online384
assistant would keep waiting time to a minimum; provide response to requests within 10 to 15 seconds. It also is385
able to send virtual online customer a simple and good advice and recommendations; clarify the checkout process.386
It is able to explain any errors that could occur during checkout process. It could provide the customer with a387
summary of their order, and express good wishes at the conclusion of the transaction.388

The virtual online sales assistant has a text file memory that stores past interaction experiences with virtual389
online customers. Thus, when a virtual online customer cancels at a specific stage, this stage would be stored390
in the file. As a result, when the virtual online sales assistant interacts with another virtual online customer, it391
would benefit from the memory file by checking it, in order to improve its behaviour accordingly.392

16 c) Performance measure393

It is important to measure how well the virtual online sales assistant is working and interacting with different394
virtual online customer types, in order to provide them with a good service. It is very important to assess how395
satisfied online customers are with the service provided by the assistant, in order to work toward designing an396
artificial online sales assistant that could meet the expectations of all customers. Measuring service performance397
has been studied by building scales that have multiple dimensions, such as in Loiacono (2000), Wolfinbarger and398
Gilly (2003), and Parasuraman et al. (2005). These studies take the overall process of online shopping into399
account, focusing on the outcome of this process rather than concentrating on fine detail.400

Moreover, evaluating an individual service experience could provide information relevant to overall service401
performance (Siebers & Aickelin 2011). We have therefore employed a service level index from Siebers and402
Aickelin (2011) for measuring service experience, using the satisfaction weights, as it is more suitable to be403
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17 VALIDATION EXPERIMENT

implemented in the state chart diagram of virtual online customer agent on our model. Furthermore, this404
approach takes every process into account in order to measure levels of satisfaction, which makes it more suitable405
to our simulation model. It studies the processes that are leading to the outcome so it is, in effect, a process406
model. The satisfaction weights could be assigned differently, depending on the importance of that state to the407
customer (Siebers et al. 2008). Thus, this model could enable us to evaluate the satisfaction level of each online408
customer with regard to their interaction with the virtual online sales assistant during their shopping activities.?409
?????? + ? ???? * ?????? 100 ? ??=0(1)410

Where SWi = Satisfaction Weight after state i, EL= Enjoyment Level value of a customer, SLi= Social Level411
after state i.412

The virtual online customer might be very dissatisfied, dissatisfied, neutral, satisfied, or very satisfied, based413
on the final total satisfaction score that has been calculated at the end of the interaction (See Table 3). V.414

17 Validation Experiment415

The model was tested by letting the virtual online customer interact with the friendly virtual online sales assistant.416
The probability of the virtual online sales assistant providing unsatisfactory responses was changed from a417
minimum 10%, to 20%, 30%, 40% ?and so on up to a maximum of 80%. The simulation model was run 100 times418
for each value, and for each virtual online customer type (3200 runs in total), in order to obtain a clear picture of419
all outputs of satisfaction level, and to identify the most frequent states of the completion and cancellation of the420
online shopping process, for each customer type. The median value of satisfaction score was also calculated. We421
calculated the median value as it seemed more appropriate for the satisfaction scores, which are not distributed422
normally. The result is shown in Figure 6. The x-axis represents the probability of the virtual online sales423
assistant providing unsatisfying responses, and the y-axis shows the median satisfaction score of the virtual424
online customers. As can be seen from the graph above (Figure 6), the different types of virtual online customers425
experience different levels of satisfaction during their interaction with the virtual online sales assistant. The426
graph shows that the more the virtual online sales assistant is able to provide satisfactory responses, the more427
the virtual online customer is satisfied with the service. When the satisfaction level increases, so does the virtual428
online customer’s intention to revisit the online store.429

The following four bar charts illustrate the probability of each virtual online customer type completing or430
cancelling an online shopping process, based on the ability of the virtual online sales assistant to provide a good431
service. We have used bar charts to clearly display and compare the frequency of different output categories. The432
result exhibits different behaviour patterns that different virtual online customer types have (as can be seen in433
Figures ??, 8, 9 and 10). There are also three types of cancelling state, viz. cancelling after ”Viewing”, cancelling434
after ”Selecting”, and cancelling after ”Checking Out”. The x-axis shows the probability of the virtual online435
sales assistant providing an From the charts (Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10), it is clear that the probability of cancelling436
the interaction with the virtual online sales assistant decreases in line with the decrease in the probability of the437
virtual online sales assistant to provide unsatisfying answers. Thus, the probability of completing the process is438
higher when the probability of the assistant to provide an unsatisfactory response is lower.439

Moreover, the probability of the virtual Enthusiast online customer cancelling the process early (ie. during440
the ”Viewing” state), increases in line with the probability of the virtual online sales assistant providing an441
unsatisfying answer.442

Impatient Online Customers during the interaction with virtual online assistant.443
As you can see from the chart (Figure ??), the probability of cancellation during the ”Viewing” state decreases444

dramatically, and is lower than the probability of cancellation during the ”Checking Out” state, when the445
probability of the virtual online sales assistant providing an unsatisfying answer decreases. Further, when the446
probability of the virtual online sales assistant providing an unsatisfying answer decreases, the probability of447
the Enthusiast online customer cancelling during the ”Checking Out” state is higher than at any other types of448
cancellation; this demonstrates that the virtual online sales assistant is able to keep the Enthusiast online customer449
to a later stage. Moreover, the probability of the Enthusiast online customer cancelling during the ”Selecting”450
state fluctuates, but is highest when the probability of the online virtual assistant providing unsatisfying answers451
increases, although the probability is still lower than with other types of cancellation.452

By contrast, the probability of the virtual Apathetic online customer cancelling during the ”Viewing” state453
increases when the probability of the online virtual assistant providing unsatisfying answers increases. As can454
be seen from the chart (Figure ??), cancellations during the ”Viewing” state increase dramatically, when the455
probability of the virtual online sales assistant providing unsatisfying answers to the Apathetic online customer456
increases. Compared to the virtual Enthusiast online customer, the probability of the virtual Apathetic online457
customer cancelling at the beginning of the interaction is higher when the probability of the online virtual assistant458
providing unsatisfying answers increases, as is the likelihood of the Apathetic customer cancelling before reaching459
the later stages. Further, when the probability of the virtual online sales assistant to provide unsatisfying answer460
decreases, the probability of the Apathetic online customer cancelling during the ”Checking Out” state would461
be higher than with the other types of cancellation. However, the probability of the Apathetic online customers462
cancelling during the ”Selecting” state fluctuates but seems to be lower than with other types of cancellation.463

The probability of the Basic virtual online customer cancelling at the beginning of the interaction also increases464
when the probability of the online virtual assistant providing an unsatisfying answer increases (Figure ??). The465
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level of probability here is similar to that of the Enthusiast online customer, but less than the probability466
of the Apathetic online customers cancelling at this stage. Cancellation during the ”Viewing” state dropped467
significantly when the probability of the virtual online sales assistant providing an unsatisfying answer decreased.468
Furthermore, when the probability of the online virtual assistant providing an unsatisfying answer decreased, the469
probability of the Basic online customer cancelling during the ”Checking Out” state increased compared to other470
types of cancellation. The probability of the Basic online customer being kept to a later stage is higher than with471
the Apathetic online customers. Moreover, there is a probability of the Basic online customer cancelling during472
the ”Selecting” state, but it is lower than with the other types of cancellation, as can be seen in Figure ??. It is473
also lower than the probability of the Apathetic online customers cancelling at this stage during the interaction474
with such an assistant.475

However, the probability of the Impatient virtual online customer cancelling at the beginning of the interaction476
stays high compared to other types of cancellation throughout all the interactions with the online virtual assistant477
(figure 10). However, it increased when the probability of the online virtual assistant providing an unsatisfying478
answer increased. The probability of this type of customer cancelling at the beginning of the transaction is also479
higher than with other types of customer. Moreover, even when the probability of the virtual online sales assistant480
providing unsatisfying answers decreased, the probability of the impatient online customer cancelling during the481
”Checking Out” state still increased, although it was lower than in the case of other types of customer. Thus, it482
is difficult to keep the Impatient online customers to the end of the process if the virtual online assistant does not483
have the ability to satisfy them. Further, the probability of the Impatient online customer cancelling during the484
”Selecting” state is increased when the probability of the online virtual assistant providing unsatisfying answers485
is high. The probability of Impatient online customers cancelling during the ”Selecting” state is higher than the486
probability of their cancelling during the ”Checking Out” state, compared to other types of customers.487

All virtual online customer types behaved similarly to real-world online customers of similar types, as we488
expected. Moreover, the satisfaction levels were different for the different virtual online customers which could489
be similar in reality (Figure 6). For example, it is logical that the satisfaction level of the Impatient virtual490
online customer should drop dramatically if s/he does not receive an immediately satisfying answer, whereas491
the satisfaction level of other virtual online customers decreases more gradually, as they have a willingness to492
inquire again if the first answer is not satisfying. Further, the Enthusiast and Basic virtual online customers493
were more likely to be kept to later shopping stages than the other types, as they have, respectively, high and494
moderate levels of interaction enjoyment. In addition, their willingness to stay in the process even if they have495
not had satisfying answers is also high and moderate respectively (Table 1).This outcome has thus confirmed our496
expectations.497

However, the level of cancellation during the ”Selecting” state for all customer types has not shown as significant498
an impact as with other types of cancellation. In fact, it was much lower than we had expected.499

18 VI.500

19 Conclusions501

We have introduced a way to test a virtual online sales assistant by developing artificial online customers with502
different types of behaviour to interact with him/her. This could be a novel way of testing a developed virtual503
online assistant, instead of using other methods such as real online customers or a developed database. ABMS was504
employed, as it has been seen as a powerful simulation method to model autonomous and interactive agents. In our505
research, the aim was to develop virtual online customers who exhibit different types of behaviour. We therefore506
looked at different online shopping processes, and stages within these processes where an online customer might507
need support and help. The state chart diagrams were then devised for both virtual online customers and virtual508
sales assistant based on those online shopping stages. Furthermore, four different online shopping behaviours of509
online customers were developed, based on two variables, viz. time saving and enjoyment level. This enabled us510
to examine the behaviour of different virtual online customers during interaction with a friendly representative511
of virtual online assistant. This helped to provide us with a deeper insight into the processes of interaction for512
each customer type.513

Further, a simulated environment was created, in order to test the interaction between the artificial online514
sales assistant and the artificial online customers. By running a simulation model, the different probability values515
of the virtual online sales assistant providing unsatisfying responses revealed the different patterns of behaviour516
that each virtual online customer type could exhibit during the interaction between them.517

As a next step the virtual online customers would be developed more using fuzzy logic to represent their518
characteristics and interactions. Moreover we are going to implement different virtual online assistant types,519
to be tested by our artificial online customers. Further artificial online customers could be provided with a520
memory that saves their last experience with such an assistant, which could help to indicate the intention of521
such a customer to revisit an online store. Furthermore, we need to conduct some experiments in order to522
obtain results that could be useful for software developers and business managers. Our simulation model could523
be useful to support a business manager to choose the right virtual online assistant, which is able to improve524
customer satisfaction, to their online store. Therefore developing different types of a representative of a virtual525
online assistant in order to compare between them would be an example of experiments that could be useful526
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19 CONCLUSIONS

for business manager. That could support the manager to have deep understanding of the important roles and527
assistance that should their virtual online assistant have to improve different online shoppers’ satisfaction which528
in turn would improve the business income. So the manager could employ the virtual assistant that suits their529
online store. Moreover software developers who are working on developing such an assistant could benefit from530
our simulation model to improve the functionality of their developing virtual online assistant and put more531
emphasis on the online shopping stages that an online customer frequently cancel when s/he is within them and532
decrease the satisfaction level of the online customers. Therefore using their developed virtual sales assistant to533
be tested by our virtual online customers and see the result of the interaction in order to improve the assistant534
could be an example of the experiments that could be useful for software developers.535

Developing such virtual customer actors could also be useful for purposes other than testing a virtual online536
assistant. For example, they could also be used to train a real online sales assistant. 1 2 3

2

Figure 1: Figure 2 :
537
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1

Online Customer type Waiting time Retype the re-
quest

Interaction Enjoyment

Enthusiastic online customer High (30 -180 second) high (3 times) high Min Mode 75
85

Max
95

Apathetic online customer Low second) (0-
15

low (1 time) low Min Mode 10 20 Max
30

Basic customer onlineModerate (15-30 second) Moderate (2
times)

moderate Min Mode
40 50

Max
60

Impatient online customer Low second) (0-
15

low (0) moderate Min Mode Max

Figure 6: Table 1 :

3

The degree of the satisfaction The number
Very Satisfied satisfaction score >= 13
Satisfied 13 > satisfaction score >= 10
Neutral 10 > satisfaction score >= 7
Dissatisfied 7 > satisfaction score >= 4
Very Dissatisfied satisfaction score < 4

Figure 7: Table 3 :
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unsatisfying response, and the y-axis shows the number
of virtual online customers.

Enthusiast Online
Customer

Number of online customers 0
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100
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Complete
Cancel during
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Cancel during
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Cancel during
CheckingOut

The probability of
online virtual as-
sistant to provide
unsatisfying
answer

Figure 7: Enthusiast Online Customers during the interaction with virtual online assistant
100
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Enthusiast

Online
Customer Apa-
thetic

Online Customer Basic Online Figure 8 : Apathetic Online Customers during the interaction with virtual online assistant
Customer
Impatient
Online
Customer

Figure 9 : Basic Online Customers during the interaction with virtual online assistant

Figure 8: The median of the satisfaction score of 100 online customers of each types The
probability of online virtual assistant to provide unsatisfying answer
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Complete
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Figure 9: Number of online customers The probability of online virtual assistant to provide
unsatisfying answer Apathetic Online Customer

Complete
Cancel during
Viewing
Cancel during
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Cancel during
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Figure 10: Number of online customers The probability of online virtual assistant to provide
unsatisfying answer Basic Online Customer
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